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Gameplay

Play two factions The Democratic Alliance and the Conglomerate. And control their special units, the Bionic Weapon and the
Drone.
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Poor controls.. I was on the fence about this game since there was little information or playthroughs. It reminded me of Creeper
World and I liked all three of them. This seems to be lot like Creeper World with some nice base building and tower defense
thrown in. I have to say.the game is intense. You also have to control the path of your attack bots, defend, build your base and
keep up with your resources. I'm still getting used to the controls and could recommend some changes, but all-in-all I'm really
enjoying the game. There's over 40 missions and different ways to play so I think the price is fair. Its a nice new take on tower
defense.. Poor controls.. I was on the fence about this game since there was little information or playthroughs. It reminded me
of Creeper World and I liked all three of them. This seems to be lot like Creeper World with some nice base building and tower
defense thrown in. I have to say.the game is intense. You also have to control the path of your attack bots, defend, build your
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base and keep up with your resources. I'm still getting used to the controls and could recommend some changes, but all-in-all I'm
really enjoying the game. There's over 40 missions and different ways to play so I think the price is fair. Its a nice new take on
tower defense.
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